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QUESTION 1

In which scenariowould an implementation professional add a new entry in the customer_overrides.properties file? 

A. To change the value of a property that is not parameterized in the yfs.default properties file 

B. To change the value of a property that is not parameterized in setupfiles.cmd file 

C. To change the value of a property that is not parameterized in the sandbox.cfg file 

D. To change the value of a property that is not parameterized in the * in file(s) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

n the out-of-the-box order fulfillment pipeline, what does the "Consolidate toshipment" transaction do? 

A. Either consolidates to existing shipment or creates a new shipment 

B. Always creates a new shipment for a Given Order release 

C. Shipment will not be created if the given order release cannot be included in an existingshipment 

D. Always finds an existing shipment into which the Release can be included 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

As part of implementation, it is required for return orders created against a sales order to have the value of an extended
database attribute of the YFS_ORDER_LINE table. At the time of return creation, this attribute must be copied from the
sales order onto the return order. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. In the attribute entity definition for the extended database attribute, set CopyToRelatedOrders = `Y\\' 

B. Add the attribute to the Default Derived Order template under Process Type Details for the Order Fulfillment process
type 

C. Extend the createOrder API template for the return order document type to include this attribute. 

D. Add the attribute to the template in the configurationfor the include in Return transaction under the Others tab 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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An enterprise wants to make sure that its biggest customer gets their orders shipped out first in order to ensure that
customer\\'s satisfaction. 

How can this be best accomplished? 

A. Configure a hold on be put on orders from other customers 

B. Configure Item-Based Allocation (IBA) to run more often for that customer 

C. Configure Real-Time Availability Monitor (RTAM) torun more often for that customer 

D. Configure a user-configured Item-Based Allocation (IBA) rule with that customer as the criteria 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

During the holidays, a large retailer wants to offer customers a free inkjet printer when they buy a new laptop and a
laptop carrying case. The implementation professional will need to configure a Price Rule in IBM Sterling Business
Center . 

Which Price Rule type is the BEST choice? 

A. Combination 

B. Buy One Get One (BOGO) 

C. Free Promotion 

D. Cross-Sell 

Correct Answer: A 
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